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Tributes, Axel Remembered

Workshops, Lectures and Education!

!As well as developing the business of Lamont Puppets, Axel was involved in Puppetry education in

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary colleges, including RMIT, Swinburne, Toorak College, and Burwood
Teachers’ College as a teacher and Artist in Residence. He presented lectures at the Goethe Institute,
The Modern Languages Teachers’ Association and facilitated regional puppetry projects. He produced
notes and booklets which were invaluable resources for school usage.

UNIMA

!

A U S T R A L I A!

!
Axel made a major contribution to Australian puppetry through his involvement in the Australian Puppetry
Guild, Victorian branch, and UNIMA. (Union Internationale de la Marionnette.)
!Axel was Treasurer and later President for the Victorian branch of the Puppetry Guild. In 1987 he was
elected President of UNIMA Australia, succeeding from Norman Hetherington, the first President.

!

!

UNIMA AUSTRALIA!
NEWSLETTER 1987!

!

Axel’s Welcome
Address

Axel was committed and actively
engaged as Australia’s leading
representative of UNIMA from 1987
to 1992, He served as a UNIMA
Councillor and as a Commissioner on
the Asia Pacific Commission. Axel
represented Australia in six UNIMA
Congresses; Washington, Dresden,
Japan, India, NewZealand and
Indonesia.

!He was prepared to fight for the

status of Australian Puppetry as a
significant art form.
In 1992, Axel resigned from all three
of his UNIMA positions. Included with
this article are the first and last
reports he gave as President of
UNIMA Australia.

!
Right: Letter reproduced in
March ’92 edition of the
UNIMA newsletter.
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Axel’s Resignation letter 1992!

!

However, Axel took on the role of
the editor of Australian Puppeteer,
post retirement .
!
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!Photo: Axel’s certificate of Honour
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In the 1990’s, Axel
was made a
Member of Honour,
UNIMA
International and
Life Member of
UNIMA Australia.
At the UNIMA
Puppetry Summit in
2002, he was
awarded a UNIMA
Australia Lifetime
Achievement Award
for his outstanding
contribution to
Australian Puppetry
Arts ,together with
Norman
Hetherington and
Richard Bradshaw.
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AXEL AXELRAD REMEMBERED
Tributes :

!
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In late 1987, Axel was President of UNIMA Australia.
He received a hand written letter in the post from a West Australian UNIMA member, posted from
France.
This 24-year-old woman had been accepted into a new, three year, puppet theatre arts school in
France.
She was seeking assistance to find possible scholarships to cover her living costs while studying.
Axel took a personal and professional interest in this matter,
enquiring as far the French Embassy. There, he discovered that the French Ministry of Cultural
Affairs had three Scholarships available for Australians.
He wrote a letter back, telling her of this scholarship, and asking her to send him an application.
Which she did.
When he received her letter and application, he drove to Canberra and delivered the application
personally to the Cultural attaché at the French embassy.
She got a scholarship.

!

What a wonderful introduction to the beautiful UNIMA connection that was for me.
Fortunately, I had the opportunity to meet Axel since then.

!

I will never forget that gesture from a stranger.
What a kind and generous man he was!

!

Joanne Foley 03/01/19
Foley Bergere
I had met Axel when I was working at the Alliance Française, in 1990 (a while ago!) At the time I had
just arrived in Australia and was thinking of starting puppetry in Melbourne, performing for schools. I
told him about my project and we also discussed his work here as a puppeteer and the time when he
arrived in Australia. I had some puppets that I had brought back from France, but my concern was
that I didn’t know how to make a portable theatre that I could easily assemble and dismantle. He
came back the following day with two different plans that he had drawn, of portable puppet theatres.
He even told me where to buy the parts. I was amazed and very appreciative of his consideration. He
was a very kind-hearted man and also very artful and witty. I liked very much his personality. Even
though I didn’t see him that often, I will always remember him as a true gentle man, with a fantastic
sense of solidarity. Farewell Axel, you will not be forgotten!
Anne-Marie Peiffer

Carrousel Theatre
I remember being a member of the then Victorian Puppetry Guild in the mid to late 70's, which the
late Lorrie Gardner first introduced me to.
At that time most meetings were held at Handspan's headquarters in Gertrude Street. There was a
time when we had a get together at Axel's home to also play host to Philippe and Mary Genty who
were touring Australia. I was so lucky to spend time with Axel, as he talked about his life before
coming to Australia and the achievements he had, not to mention his workshop and displays of
puppets. I actually had quite a few Lamont Puppets as a child too. I visited him a few times since
that first meeting and we would chat about his Lamont Puppets and what made them so popular (in

my mind particularly) and how to create a simple character from an idea, and puppets I was working
on.
Being in my late teens I would often ask him questions about mechanisms that he thought might
work with some of the puppets I was creating. His patience and willingness to help really inspired me
at that time and extended my fascination with the world of puppetry.
He was an absolute treasure. A gentle kind man who was also humble about
the impact he had on many people. God bless you Axel and thanks for the
great memories.

!

Darren Varley
UNIMA Australia member

!
I met Axel for the first time at a UNIMA AGM meeting held at Polyglot.
Around that time UNIMA was planning the 2002 Puppetry Summit at the Victorian
Arts Centre. Lorrie Gardner, who was UNIMA president, asked me if I would sculpt likenesses of
Norman Hetherington, Axel Axelrad and Richard Bradshaw who were to be the recipients of the first
Lifetime Achievement in Puppetry Awards to be presented at the Summit. The likenesses were to be
affixed to an inscribed trophy. I accepted the challenge as I had been making celebrity puppets and
politicians and enjoyed moulding faces in ‘Sculpy’ and clay. I had access to numerous pictures, but
meeting ‘the subjects’ in person would assist me to capture the personality in the face. So Richard
and I travelled to Olinda with the Gardners to enjoy a lunch with Axel and Janet and to be treated to
a tour of his wonderful collections of puppets, many of which I had seen on television as a child. (I
also had a Lamont string puppet (policeman). This was the first of many of our visits to Olinda
during the next decade and a half.

!

In 2003 Janet died, and we visited Axel while he was living by himself. We would share some
weekend afternoons with Axel, marvelling at the puppets and eating chocolate cake while Axel
regaled us with stories of his life and shared his puppet-making knowledge. Axel loved to talk and
he reminisced at length about establishing Lamont Puppets and about his early years, when he fled
Germany and lived in England and his years in an internment camp, working long hours in a
factory.

!

Axel was always generous and welcomed visitors and young puppeteers who wanted to learn from
him, and view his collection. He was also very self sufficient and still drove his car when he was in
his nineties. He attended one of Richard (Hart’s) shows at an Olinda primary school only a couple
of years ago. and he used email until he was well into his eighties, but lost patience with it. He
appeared to be very active and agile. When we visited he would squat on the floor and riffle
through his store of boxes of memorabilia, to show us magazines, posters and newspaper cuttings
he had saved.

!

About 5 years ago Axel asked us if we would be prepared to relieve him of some of his ‘stuff’, so
many of these boxes ended up in our workshop - records of the history of puppetry and Axel’s
commitment and love of the art form, all carefully preserved. Axel also entrusted us with us some
of his stages; some were constructed out of pvc piping and were easy to assemble, so we were
able to use these for school workshops. Later, he bestowed boxes of fabrics from the 60’s and
70’s, printed with floral patterns of orange, yellow and brown, samples of workshop puppets made
from recyclables, foam or paper, puppet posters, calendars, magazines, scrapbooks and thousands
of his mass produced cardboard puppet kits .

!

Axel was very fond of Richard and often rang late at night, “Is Richard there? It’s Axel,” Of course,
I would recognise his voice because he always spoke with a smile. We will miss him.

!

Julia Davis

A few years ago, Axel left me with boxes of material, old magazines,
newspaper clippings, etc. This article about his contribution to puppetry
is based on my search through this material and talking with one of his
daughters, Christine Axelrad, who also provided extra material, including
old family photos,!

!

He was described in a newspaper article as: “A small bubbling man, he
has a happy face which reminds you of the puppets he makes”!

!

Richard Hart. !
______________________________________________________!

!This issue was compiled by Richard Hart and Julia Davis, Dream Puppets 2019

